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Background 
This addendum corrects material contained in the original investigation report published by 

the Department of Labour. The original report consisted of three volumes.  

• Volume One:    Main Report 

• Volume Two:    Legal Responsibilities and Legal Recommendations 

• Volume Three: Appendices.   

Further information that has been obtained during the period between the November 2008 

and December 2009 means facts that were in the original report needed revising. 

Some new material has arisen as a result of information and photographs being discovered 

during the legal proceedings that followed the investigation. Some of the changes result 

from factual errors discovered in the original report. An index has been written for Volume 

Three. 

 The changes are outlined below. The page numbers refer to the printed page numbers.  

Volume One 

Page 16 Paragraph 2 

Was 

A hydrocarbon refrigerant (Care 50) was first used in the Triplets after they were constructed. 

The Triplets, to begin with, served two new cool rooms built in 2002 and known as Lichfield 

and Tatua. In December 2003 the triplets were connected up to the Hamilton room so then 

three rooms were running on hydrocarbons. 

Change to  

A hydrocarbon refrigerant (Care 50) was first used in the Triplets after they were 

constructed. The Triplets, to begin with, served two new cool rooms built in 2002 and known 

as Lichfield and Tatua. In December 2003 the triplets were connected up to the Hamilton 

room so then three rooms were running on hydrocarbons. Information from Eurotec shows 

that MRS Ltd had purchased four Seitron gas detectors and a control panel for those 

detectors. Photographs from an insurance company show that a Seitron gas detector and 

control panel was installed in the Plant Room 2 by at least 28
th

 August 2003.     
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Page 15 Paragraph 4 Sentence 4 

Was 

Mr. Liddell did this on 23rd June 2004 to discuss what was required when using hydrocarbon 

refrigerants in standard refrigeration plants and he met Mr. Clare and IcePak management, 

and visited Plant Room 2, Plant Room 1 and Lichfield and Tatua cool rooms.   

Change to 

Mr. Liddell did this on 23rd June 2004 to discuss what was required when using hydrocarbon 

refrigerants in standard refrigeration plants and he met Mr. Clare, and visited Plant Room 2, 

Plant Room 1 and Lichfield and Tatua cool rooms.   

Page 17 Paragraph 5& 6 

Was 

Following this visit some steps were taken to implement Liddell’s recommendations although, 

as will be seen, these were not implemented with any haste particularly in respect of Plant 

Room 1.  

Seitron gas sensors were fitted to Lichfield and Tatua rooms and Plant Room 2 itself, and a 

space by Plant Room 2, which housed refrigeration pipe work. The four sensors were linked 

to a Seitron alarm control panel, which was located in Plant Room 2.  

Change to 

Evidence from insurance photographs shows that a Seitron gas detector and control panel 

were in place in Plant Room Two at the time of Liddell’s visit.  Over the following two years 

steps were taken to implement the Liddell recommendations but not with any haste in Plant 

Room One.   

Prior to the end of 2004 the situation was that Seitron gas sensors were fitted to Lichfield 

and Tatua rooms and Plant Room 2 itself, and a space by Plant Room 2, which housed 

refrigeration pipe work. The four sensors were linked to the Seitron alarm control panel, 

which was located in Plant Room 2.  

Page 17 paragraph 3 sentence2 

Was 

Mr Wayne Grattan from IPG confirms that IcePak management was present at the meeting.   

Change to 
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Mr Wayne Grattan from IPG stated that no one was present from Icepak at the meeting but 

they became aware of the meetings and the issues at a later time. He stated they told MRS 

to find out what needed to be done and do it. 

Page 21 Paragraph 3 

Was  

Leak Detection 

In December 2004 MRS purchased six Murco IAM gas sensors and a Murco IAM C alarm 

control panel in December 2004 from Associated Process Controls NZ Ltd (APC). See Appendix 

8 for information on the gas sensors. For information on gas detection see Appendix 19.  

Change to  

Leak Detection for Fruit Fed and Plant Room One 

In December 2004 MRS purchased six Murco IAM gas sensors and a Murco IAM C alarm 

control panel from Associated Process Controls NZ Ltd (APC). See Appendix 8 for information 

on the gas sensors. For information on gas detection see Appendix 19.  

Page 21 paragraph 4 

Was 

Dave Catt, Managing Director of APC stated that towards the end of 2004 MRS contacted 

them seeking gas sensors. They ascertained that it was a flammable gas, believed to be 

methane, that was to be detected and they provided a quote for “top end equipment” which 

was certified as explosion proof or intrinsically safe as is normal industrial gas detection 

equipment. They stated that MRS believed that was not required for their plant and wanted 

a basic system. MRS was aware of the Murco IAM equipment he stated. APC started offering 

electrically certified equipment and ended up supplying a very basic system that would as he 

said “see gas, go beep”.
1
   The unit was not designed for use in atmosphere that could exceed 

the Lower Explosive Limit (LEL).  The device is designed to alarm at a percentage of the LEL. 

They have a time delay and the science of checking that precision is “somewhat loose in 

instrumentation, in calibration terms.”
2
 A training manual from APV, which MRS possessed, 

on El-GAS products (the Care range was installed in the Triplets) states on page 10 the “leak 

detector should be intrinsically safe”. 

Change to  

Dave Catt, Managing Director of APC stated that towards the end of 2004 MRS contacted 

them seeking gas sensors for a flammable gas. He said MRS stated it was to be installed in a 

                                                           

1
 Interview with Dave Catt 13/08/08 pg.5 

2
 Interview with Dave Catt 13/08/08 pg.5 
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non hazardous area and the gas was methane. He said they were not told it would be used 

in an area where the lower explosive limit (LEL) could be exceeded. Consequently they 

provided a quote for “top end equipment” – Murco ST- IAM - to measure a flammable gas 

but not equipment that was suitable for a hazardous area. There was a lot of to and fro-ing 

between them and MRS in respect to the equipment cost. They ended up supplying a very 

basic system –six Murco IAM detectors plus controller panel- that would as he said “see gas, 

go beep”.
3
   The device is designed to alarm at a percentage of the LEL. It has a time delay 

and the science of checking that precision is “somewhat loose in instrumentation, in 

calibration terms.”
4
 He said the originally offered equipment was superior, fully featured, 

responded to gas leaks quicker and could be integrated into other systems. Both units were 

not designed for use in an atmosphere that could exceed the Lower Explosive Limit (LEL).   

The training manual from APV, which MRS possessed, on El-GAS products (the Care range 

was installed in the Triplets) states on page 10 the “leak detector should be intrinsically 

safe”. The Murco IAM was not. 

Page 46 Paragraph 3 

Was 

9:47:00 Office Automatic system calling itself 07 8565171 to 8565172.  Again an automatic system for 
alarm activation.  Not sure why this has happened at this time. This may be it sensing the rise in 
temperature. 

Change to 

9:47:00 Office Automatic system calling itself 07 8565171 to 8565172.  Again an automatic system for 
alarm activation.  Not sure why this has happened at this time. This may be it sensing the rise in 
temperature. Slight stated that temperature monitoring was not on that day. 

 

Page 46 paragraph 3 

Was 

10:12:00 Office to Previous employee.  Left approximately 2 years ago and has asked Icepak to take her 
name of the A/H list 8565171 to 8568354.  System phoning the call out list. This appears to be 
the Office system working through the call out list until answered.  

Change to 

10:12:00 Office to Previous employee.  Left approximately 2 years ago and has asked Icepak to take her 
name of the A/H list 8565171 to 8568354.  System phoning the call out list. This appears to be 
the Office system working through the call out list until answered. The previous employee states 
she saw the call on the 5th April and ignored it as she could see it was from the site. 

                                                           

3
 Interview with Dave Catt 13/08/08 pg.5 

4
 Interview with Dave Catt 13/08/08 pg.5 
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Page 48 paragraph 3 

A recently obtained audio recording of the phone traffic between Signature Security and 

callers has provided more detail of what was said on the 5
th

 April. 

 

Was  

Indication of Problem at Site 
15:00 Approximately at this time, Arnold Koppens working in his garden at 7 Koppens Road, opposite 

the entrance to Icepak hears a loud hissing sound like tyre being inflated.  Quite a common 
sound he has heard from the plant before.  Koppens never heard an alarm. 

15:56:35 Signature Security receive signal from Icepak.   Fire alarm smoke detector  Area 1 Machine 
Room smoke detected. The siren attached to the smoke detector would have gone off. It would 
not be capable of sending a signal to SGS without the alarm going off. 

15:59:15  Signature Security call Icepak No Answer, answer Machine. 

15:59:44 Iain Slight contacted by Signature Security on 027 2815686.  When advised of the smoke alarm. 
Slight suggest to Signature Security they may like to contact the Fire Brigade. 

16:00:39 Signature Security called Hamilton Fire Department    Authorities Dispatched 094867940. 

16:05:22 Northern Communications Centre note Key holder not attending… No Guard sent…..will ring 
back with instructions 

16:05:47 HAM411 Responds. Contains Firemen Cameron Grylls, Station Officer Denis Wells, Adrian 
Brown, Dave Beanland 

16:06:28 HAM412 Responds.  Contains Firemen Brian Halford, Senior Station Officer Derek Lovell,  
Station Officer Merv Neil, Alvin Walker. 

16:05:29  Signature Security called Iain Slight ,  Contacted  027 2815686. 

16:07:44 Fire service contact Signature security for have permission to enter if required 

16:10 Arnold Koppens goes to his mothers address just down the road.  Was working on a water pipe 
at the front of his mother’s house when he sees the Fire engines arrive.  

16:14:55 HAM412 Arrives at scene.  HAM412 followed HAM411 as they drove around the complex 
looking for a PFA (private fire alarm) panel.  HAM412 left HAM411 searching around the outside 
of the buildings.  They park between the two buildings leaving enough room for HAM411 to park 
behind them. 

16:15:32 HAM411 Arrives at Scene Message sent to the Northern Communications Centre,     "411 K77."  
Senior Fire Officer Beanland and Station Office Wells find a door where they see what appears 
to, be leaking refrigerant coming from a locked door.   

16:20:06 Signature Security added messages Call received from Cameron from Fire Service advise no 
access to Building.  Senior Officer Beanland returns to his fire truck to get reciprocating saw to 
cut lock.    

16:20:37 Situation report from Station Officer Wells "Sitrep S.O. Wells….ah….Brigade attempting to gain 
entry to building". 

16:20:51 Report "...Appears to be smoke coming from building, possibly leaking refrigerant, investigating 
further over." 
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16:21:03 Signature Security called Ian Slight, Dialed  027 2815686   Spoke with Iain.    Contacted Chubb 
adv don't have access, advised to contact key holder. 

16:23:30 Signature Security added messages Iain Slight advises he will contact someone to give access 
to building and contact Signature Security. 

16:23:58 Signature Security added messages advise Iain Slight that Owen Paul is on the List advise not 
him. 

16:25:45 Signature Security added message.  called Cameron advise Iain will get someone to the 
premises as soon as possible. 

16:28:04 Signature Security added message, called Cameron from fire service advise Iain has already 
send someone to the premises doesn’t know how long it will take  Camerons ph 0274987023   
Cameron Advise they have already cut a few locks.   Senior Fireman Beanland gains access 
building along with Station Officer Wells and Senior Fireman Brown.  Leaking gas is detected 
next to a nut on a compressor.  Senior Fireman Beanland left the building to get a crescent form 
HAM411.  He was assisted by Station Officer Neil to get out the door. 

16:29:32 HAM411 reports to Northern Communications Centre  " Sitrep entry gained brigade investigating 
using BA over" 

16:30:00 Office Automatic Alarm system sends Data Call to Signature Security.  Alarm Activation. 

16:30:36 HAM412 contacts Northern Communications Centre reports priority message " Second Alarm  
Major Explosion" 

16:30:45 Northern Communications Centre  "Hamilton 412 priority message received."  412 "K11 
Ambulance"  Firecom "K11 ambulance received" 

16:38:24 Added messages  C/R Ian Slight adv there is an explosion.  Adv Cameron Adv they have already 
broken in he adv it is ok thank you. 

Change to 

Indication of Problem at Site 
15:00 Approximately at this time, Arnold Koppens working in his garden at 7 Koppens Road, opposite 

the entrance to Icepak hears a loud hissing sound like tyre being inflated.  Quite a common 
sound he has heard from the plant before.  Koppens never heard an alarm. 

15:56:35 Signature Security receive signal from Icepak.   Fire alarm smoke detector  Area 1 Machine 
Room smoke detected. The siren attached to the smoke detector would have gone off. It would 
not be capable of sending a signal to SGS without the alarm going off. 

15:59:15  Signature Security (SS) call Icepak No Answer, answer Machine. 

15:59:44 Iain Slight contacted by Signature Security on 027 2815686.  SS ask if they should send the Fire 
Brigade. Slight says to send the Fire Brigade as he is unable to attend for at least an hour . 

16:00:39 Signature Security called Fire Service. Long wait as FS locate IcePak Coolstores on their 
system. FS ask for a key holder or guard so they can get in if needed. SS says no guard and will 
call key holder and will ring back      Authorities Dispatched 094867940. 

16:05:22 Northern Communications Centre note Key holder not attending… No Guard sent…..will ring 
back with instructions 

16:05:47 HAM411 Responds. Contains Firemen Cameron Grylls, Station Officer Denis Wells, Adrian 
Brown, Dave Beanland 

16:06:28 HAM412 Responds.  Contains Firemen Brian Halford, Senior Station Officer Derek Lovell,  
Station Officer Merv Neil, Alvin Walker. 

16:05:29  Signature Security called Iain Slight, Advise him FS is attending. Ask if he will attend but he is
   too far away. SS asks if FS can go inside. Slights answers yes.  
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16:07:44 Fire Service contacted by Signature Security . Told  FS they have permission to enter if required 

16:10 Arnold Koppens goes to his mothers address just down the road.  Was working on a water pipe 
at the front of his mother’s house when he sees the Fire engines arrive.  

16:14:55 HAM412 Arrives at scene.  HAM412 followed HAM411 as they drove around the complex 
looking for a PFA (private fire alarm) panel.  HAM412 left HAM411 searching around the outside 
of the buildings.  They park between the two buildings leaving enough room for HAM411 to park 
behind them. 

16:15:32 HAM411 Arrives at Scene Message sent to the Northern Communications Centre,     "411 K77."  
Senior Fire Officer Beanland and Station Office Wells find a door where they see what appears 
to, be leaking refrigerant coming from a locked door.   

16:20:06 Signature Security received call received from Cameron from Fire Service at site asking if SS 
responding to give them access to building. Cameron states might have to break in. SS operator 
seems unaware of earlier communication with FS. Cameron unaware of earlier SS 
communication with FS.  SS says they will ring Chubb to dispatch key holder.  SS  Senior Officer 
Beanland returns to his fire truck to get reciprocating saw to cut lock.    

16:20:37 Situation report from Station Officer Wells "Sitrep S.O. Wells….ah….Brigade attempting to gain 
entry to building". 

16:20:51 Report "...Appears to be smoke coming from building, possibly leaking refrigerant, investigating 
further over." 

16:21:03 Signature Security called Chubb. Chubb unable to help. SS called Iain Slight, Dialed  027 
2815686   Spoke with Iain Slight. SS operator unaware that Slight had been contacted before. 
Tell Slight there is smoke. SS tell him FS will have to break in if no one can attend Slights says 
he will try to contact someone to attend. 

16:23:30 Signature Security added messages on system Iain Slight advises he will contact someone to 
give access to building and contact Signature Security. 

16:23:58 Signature Security added messages advise Iain Slight that Owen Paul is on the List advised not 
him. 

16:25:45 Signature Security called Cameron. Advise him Iain Slight is trying to sort out access.  

16:28:04 Signature Security called Cameron. Advise him that  Iain has already send someone to the 
premises doesn’t know how long it will take  Camerons ph 0274987023   Cameron Advise they 
have already cut a few locks.   Senior Fireman Beanland gains access building along with 
Station Officer Wells and Senior Fireman Brown.  Leaking gas is detected next to a nut on a 
compressor.  Senior Fireman Beanland left the building to get a crescent from HAM411.  He was 
assisted by Station Officer Neil to get out the door. 

16:29:32 HAM411 reports to Northern Communications Centre  " Sitrep entry gained brigade investigating 
using BA over" 

16:30:00 Office Automatic Alarm system sends Data Call to Signature Security.  Alarm Activation. 

16:30:36 HAM412 contacts Northern Communications Centre reports priority message " Second Alarm  
Major Explosion" 

16:30:45 Northern Communications Centre  "Hamilton 412 priority message received."  412 "K11 
Ambulance"  Firecom "K11 ambulance received" 

16:38:24 Iain Slight contacts Signature Security. Says there has been an explosion he believed. He is 
agitated. SS tells him that FS had to break in.    
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Page 55 paragraph 2 sentence 2 

Was 

Some precautions were installed over the period from June 2004 until late 2006. 

Change to 

Some precautions were installed over the period from early 2003 until late 2006 

Volume Two 
 

Page 5 paragraph 3 sentence 5 

Was 

Photographs taken at some time of the equipment in plant room 2 show labels with the 

flammable diamond attached. 

Change to 

Photographs of the equipment in Plant Room Two show labels with the flammable diamond 

attached and a flammable diamond on the oil separator in Plant Room One. 

Page 15 paragraph 2 sentence 3 

Add the following sentence after the words “Do it” 

An audio recording of this exchange shows that Iain Slight did not use these exact words 

rather he firstly agreed to send the Fire Brigade (in response to a suggestion from Signature 

Security) and then, in another call, when asked if they could go in the building if there was a 

fire he answered “yes”.   

Volume Three 
Appendix 11 

Add to Time Line Sheet first page 

Seitron Detectors add in 2003 to Plant Room 2 and some rooms serviced by Plant Room 2. 
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 Index of Appendices 

Appendix One Photograph of IcePak site at Tamahere prior to the explosion. 

Drawing of layout of Rooms and site. Courtesy of NZFS 

Appendix Two Location of Fire-Fighters immediately prior to the explosion  

Appendix Three Material Safety Data Sheet for Hychill Minus 50 – 24 October 2001 

Material Safety Data Sheet for Hychill Minus 50- 08 January 2008 

Appendix Four How Refrigeration Works 

Appendix Four(a) Graphic of Plant Room One. 

 Drawing courtesy of Corporate Risks Ltd 

Appendix Four(b) Refrigeration Equipment in Plant Room One. 

Appendix Four(c) Refrigeration Equipment in Plant Room Two 

Appendix Five Glossary of Terms in Investigation Report 

Appendix Six IcePak Coolstores Ltd Hot Work Permits 

Appendix Seven IcePak Coolstores Ltd letter to Energy Efficiency and Conservation 

Authority 

Appendix Seven(a)  Code Compliance Checklist by Building Inspector 

Appendix Eight Spec Sheet of Murco IAM  

Photograph of damaged Murco IAM gas monitor    

Appendix Nine Letter from Roy Jackson to Mobile Refrigeration Specialists Ltd 

(MRS) re his visit 

Appendix Nine(a) Letter from MRS to IcePak re visit of Jackson and Liddell  

Appendix Ten Written Report from Brian Liddell to MRS following visit to 

Tamahere site on 2
nd

 November 2006 

Appendix Eleven Time Line of Introduction of hydrocarbon refrigerant. See Report 

addendum for changes to this table.  

Appendix Twelve IcePak Coolstores Ltd Waharoa plant Safety Manual- similar to 

Tamahere plant 

Appendix 13 IcePak Visitors Condition of Entry Form 
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Appendix Fourteen Critical Invoice from MRS to IcePak for work carried out. This one is 

for attending the leak in Plant Room One on 13/11/07. 

Appendix Fifteen Time Line of Events of 5
th

 April 2008. See changes in Addendum to 

this timeline. 

Appendix Sixteen(a)  Photograph of The Rack and likely high pressure pipe leak location 

Appendix  Seventeen Photographs of the Fire 

Appendix Eighteen Report by Refrigeration Expert  

Appendix Nineteen Explanation of Gas Detection   

Appendix Twenty Calculations of Volume of Hychill Minus 50 required to reach Lower 

Explosive Limit. 

Appendix Twenty-One Expert Report from Maunsell Limited into electrical issues at the 

Tamahere site 

  

 

 


